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Abstract
• , _,4 .... ,

A dynamic aperture study with six-dimensional tracking on an ultra-low emittance damping ring
lattice is presented. A 1989 particle accelerator conference paper[l] explained how the fast damping rate,
the low emittance and the large dynamic aperture are achieved for this lattice using stro'ng wigglers, a
large circumference, many FODO cells, and non-interleaved sextupole pairs of vanishing second-order
geometric aberration terms. In that report and another that followed[2], a dynamic aperture improvement

with octupole correction to correct part of the third-order geometric aberrations was also reported.
However, only the transverse phase space coordinates were used in particle tracking, which may be
insufficient under some circumsiancesl Siz_ce this ring has a low momentum compaction factor ac, the
second-order effect of betatron oscillations on the path length becomes as significant as the effect of the
momemtum deviation. This coupling between transverse motion and longitudinal motion may reduce

the calculated dynamic aperture for particles with no initial momentum deviation. For the damping
ring presented here, the calculated dynamic aperture in six-dimensional phase space (using program
e:l.ega.tt'c[3]) is reduced significantly from that calculated with transverse phase space coordinates only.

Nevertheless, the dynamic aperture achieved with non-interleaved sextupole pairs remains much larger
than of other possible sextupole configurations.

1 Introduction

The ultra-low emittance damping ring lattice reported in a past particle accelerator conference paper[l]
makes use of long dispersion-free straight sections filled with strong wigglers to produce fast synchrotron
radiation damping. The lattice also haz large radius arcs with strongly-focusing FODO cells to produce

low quantum excitation. As Wiedemann points out in a proposal to lower the emittance of PEP[4],
both features yield a very low equilibrium emittance. In the damping ring lattice proposed in [1], an
emittance of 2.5 × 10-_ m-rad for a beam energy of 4 GeV is achieved; the normalized emittance is
en=e7=2 X 10-fm-rad.

Although the ring discussed in this paper was originally presented as a model damping ring, it is
easily adapted to a photon source. One would probably need to hcrease the energy of the stored beam
and the number of straight sections for beamlines. The princil.,les and observations presented here for
the case of the damping ring would apply equally well to such a light source.

Because such low emittance rings have a large natural chrorna._icity to correct and small dispersion
values, the sextupoles magnets are relatively strong. A natural concern is the stability of transverse
oscillations. The _rst part of the paper describes the non-interleaved sextupole pair configuration, and
a pnssible improvement on stability by using octupolar fields superposed on the sextupolar fields. The
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calculations of dynamic aperture (tile grid of z-y initial values for which motion is stable) are done
neglecting any motion in the longitudinal plane. This calculation is referred to as 4D tracking and its
resulting dynamic aperture as 4D dynamic aperture.

Also, the physical aperture of the wigglers will be ignored. The wiggler half-gap necessary to produce
the required emittance reduction is about 13 mm, a much smaller value than ali the vertical dynamic
apertures reported here. This might imply that the effort in making a large vertical dynamic aperture

while ignoring the wiggler physical aperttlre may be wasted or unnecessary. However, the techniques
discussed here could very well apply to rings or beamlines that don't have narrow physical apertures.

In addition, the wiggler nonlinear terms will be "turned off" in the tracking reported in this paper,
so as to better observe the effects of the octupoles. In the present case, the wiggle, nongnear terms

restrict the vertical aperture to about 25 mm which is outside the physical aperture of the wiggler. Also,
this ring was not particularly optimized to reduce the wiggler nonlinear terms. One could reduce the
effectiveness of the wiggler nonlinear terms by matching lower/3_ values inside the wigglers, and by
possibly counteracting the nonlinear terms with multipole magnets i,_erted near the wigglers.

In the second part, an analysis of the coupling between transverse and longitudinal motion due to
second-order path lengthening is presented. As was pointed out at the one of the sessions of the Fourth
Generation Light Source Workshop, c_upling may cause the dynamic aperture calculated with the
more exacting tracking which uses the six phase space coordinates (6D tracking) to be smaller than
that calculated with 4D tracking. In the case of the damping ring, the 6D dynamic aperture is smaller
than the 4D dynamic aperture. This means that the octupole correction described in the first part is
inapplicable here. However, the octupole correction may be useful for other ring and beamline designs.

2 Sextupole Configuration and Octupole Correction

The sextupole configuration will be optimized by reducing the geometric aberration produced by the
sextupoles as much as possible. To this end, the FODO-cell based self-compensating modules defined by
Brown and Servranckx[5] with non-interleaved pairs of sextupoles are adopted. By non-interleaved, one
means that within each pair there are no sextupoles belonging to another pair. The sextupoles in the

pair must be of equal strength and separated by -I transfer matrix. In the limit of thin-lens sextupoles,
!the geometric aberrations terms for one such module vanish. If the sextupole pairs were interleaved or
if there were any other sextupoles (or other non-linear element) within pairs, the 4D dynamic aperture

will be limited by higher-order terms produced by the interaction of sextupoles from different pairs.
With non-interleaved sextupoles, there are other effects that limit the 4D dynamic aperture:

1. The length of sextupole magnets produces higher-order terms proportional to the length. The
length of sextupoles will limit the dynanfic aperture to some value.

2. Quadrupole strength errors within a pair of sextupoles will perturt: the sextupole compensation
and reduce the dynamic aperture further.

3. An orbit error througha sextur, ole will act as a quadrupole fi)cusing error and perturb the perfect
sextupole compensation also.

The first of these is a systematic effect which will be examined here. In the next subsection, analytical

formulae for the strongest se_upole length aberrations are derived. Sin_e the geometric aberlation terms
are third order in coordinates, octupoles can be inserted into the lattice to selectively cancel some of

these aberration terms, thus enlarging different parts of the dynamic aperture. Numerical tracking of

particle trajectories confirms this.
In the rest of this section (until coupling between longitudinal and transverse motion is introduced)

it will be implied that the dynamic aperture is calculated in 4D.



2.1 Sextupole Length Aberration

The equations of transverse motion inside a sextupole are

z" 1 z2 y2
=-_m( - ), (i)

y" = rnzy. (2)

where rn is the normalized sextupole strength, (e/cp)c92By/Oz 2. These equations will be integrated
along the longitudinal coordinate s using an iterative method. One starts with constant initial solutionst

:r.(s) = zo, z'(s) = #o, y(s) = Y0, 7'(s) = y_, and iterates the following 4 s,_.eps,

_'(,) - _,+/'(-_m(_(,)2-u(,)2)) d,', (3)

i'_(_) - _o+ _'(_')d_', (4)

y'(s) .- 9;+ (m_(s)y(s))es', (5)

y(s) - yo+ _'(s')es'. (6)

until the resulting functions (polynomials in s) are of sufficient accuracy. The calculation is done easily
with computer algebra software. Keeping only terms cubic in coordinate variables, the sextupole exit
coordinates take the form

4 4 j

z,(1) = _, Rq(1)a:jo+ Z Z T'"k(1)zJ°z_°
j-I j--1 k-I

4 j k

+ _ _ Z Uqkt(1)zjoz_oz,o (7)
j=l k=l I=1

for 1<i<4 where zl = z, z2 =- z t, za = y, z4 - y_, and I is the sextupole length. The notation and
formalism of nonlinear matrix e!ements is that of K. Brown[5]. The R,.j matrix elements represent a
drift space of length equal to the sextupole length. The Tijk matrix elements are proportional to the
integrated sextupole strength. A module is designed so that the TijJ, terms for l<i,j, k<4 contributed
by the sextupole pair within the module cancel exactly. To achieve this the sextupoles must be separated
by a R = -I matrix. Bending magnet magnets also produce Tij_, terms, but the bending radius of the
dipoles (152 m) of the lattice is large enough so that these second-order terms can be neglected. The
U terms are called third-order matrix elements, and are the most important terms for a module with

long sextupoles. The third-order matrix element contributions of a pair of sextupoles add together if _he
sextupoles are separated by a multiple of -I. It is therefore sufficient to examine the U terms of a single
sextupole for possible local octupole compensation.

2.2 Largest Third-Order Matrix Elements

Out of 80 possible Uijkt terms for l<i,j, k<4, 40 are non-zero. The few terms tha.t dominate are found
by converting the cubic zizjzt, factors into normalized coordinates. The normalized coordinates are u =
z/_ and/L = qrf_',z ' +a_x/x/_ for the horizontal plane, and v = y/v/'_y and b = q/_yy' +ayy/vZ_y
for the vertical plane. In a linear lattice, the particle trajectories in normalized coordinate :'hase space

are circles (i.e., u2 + i__" = 2J is an invariant). Inserting the normalized coordinate definitions into
equation (7) gives cubic terms in u, /L, v, and b, which perturb the value of the linear invariant at every
sextupole location. The coefficients of the cubic terms are the Uij;.t times some power of l/3r,_ where l
is the sextupole length. Normally in a storage ring, l << _3_,u. Therefore the most important nonlinear
matrix elements have the lowest power of lfi3_:,y.



One can repeat the s_me integration procedure above for particle motion in an octupole field:

z''- I0(z3 3zy2) ' (8)

1 3
y"= -_O(y - 3z2y), (9)

where O ='(e/cp)O3Bv/Oz a. The largest third-order matrix elements for octupoles are the same type
as those of sextupoles. If both sextupole and octupole fields are combined in a magnet, the largest
third-order aberration terms are

_i= - Ot+_,,,,j_;u + oi+ m_'/3 _,_yuv-, (10)

A,= (-_Ol-l-lm213) 13_v3+(lol+Irn213)f._yu2v. (11)

These two important equations summarize the largest aberration terms for a long sextupole and connect
the aberrations from sextupoles with those of octupoles. They are the basis of octupole correction.

2.3 Local Octupole Correction

An octupole field with strength O can be superimposed on the sextupole field to cancel some of the
higher-order aberration terms in equations (10) and (11), but never all of them, unfortunately. However,
one of the two terms in each of these equations is much greater than the other because the sextupoles

are placed where fir > fly or fly > f_ for effective chromaticity correction. The larger of the two terms
must obviously be targeted for cancellation using the octupole field strength as an adjustable parameter.
The appropriate octupole integrated strength is

1 ,

OI-" _m'l 3. (12)

For instance, if _ > fly, this choice of octupole strength cancels the u3 term in equation (10) and also
the small va term in equation (11), but increases the value oi' the coefficient of the coupling terms uv 2
and u'zv by a factor of four. Equations (10) and (11) become

1 23 2
Au- _m l/_=flyuv (13)

= lrn213fl_:[3yu2v (14)
Ab

For oscillations of equal invariant value in both planes (i.e. v _ u) the ratio of the coupling term to the

u a term is 4#Iy/_, which is of order unity for FODO lattices. Numerical tracking results show that the
coupling effect on the dynamic aperture from tracking doesn't seem to increase that much as a result.

For the other case, fly > rx, the largest term is the v 3 term, which vanishes when the same octupole
strength O = 1__,27m'_ is used.

Note that the signs of the octupoles are the same in both cases. Also note that, by scaling principles,
the main nonlinear effect produced by the interaction of two sextupoles must always be proportional to

the product of the sextupole strengths. In our case of sextupole self-interaction, the strepgth squared
must appear as a factor, and the sign of the sextupole strength disappears.

2.4 Dynamic Aperture with Octupolar Correction

The octupole correction described above will be tested by tracking the damping ring lattice with an
octupole family correcting each sextupole family. The damping ring uses two sextupole families. To sim-
plify the discussion, the sextupoles that correct the horizontal chromaticity are called SF sextupoles and



the SF-correcting octupoles, OF octupoles. Similarly, the sextupoles that correct the vertical chromatic-
ity are called SD and the correcting octupoles, OD octupoles. Figure 1 shows schematically where the SF
sextupoles are placed relative to the focusing quadrupoles within the 90° FODO cell self-compensating

module of the damping ring lattice. The figure is not to scale. The module for SD sextupoles is similar,
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Figure 1: Self-compensating module for SF sextupoles

but with SDs close to the defocusing (QD) quadrupoles. Each superperiod of the damping ring has 16
FODO cells. This leaves room for 3 SF and 4 SD alternating pairs. Each pair takes up 2 cells plus one
half-cell interval necessary between an SF and SD pair. It was decided to use more SD pairs than SF

pairs since the SD sextupoles are less efficient at correcting vertical chromaticity (the dispersion is about
half at the SDs than at the SFs).

If adapting this damping ring lattice to a light source by splitting up the arcs _,omake more straight
sections, one must ensure that the number of FODO cells in each new arc is sufficient to accommodate
at least one pair of sextupoles of either type, and an r/-matching section.

Returning to the damping ring, the required integrated strengths of the octupoles are listed in Table
1. Ideally the octupolar field should be superimposed on the sextupole field for proper cancellation of

Table 1: Required octupole strength for correction

Associated sextupole ....
Octupole OI ml l

(m-3)(m-2) (m)
OF 18.3 11.05 0.3
OD 59.2 19.87 0.3

aberration terms. In the tracking, the octupoles were modeled as a thin-lens inserted in the center of
each sextupole. Also, the sextupoles in the tracking were each modeled as eight kicks equally spaced
within the sextupole length. The dynamic aperture without octupole correction is shown in Figure 2a.

At the observation point, 13_=8.7 m and fl_=17 m. In the tracking results shown in Figure 2, only 120
superperiods were tracked. Most particles became unstable after 20 superperiods of tracking.

One can observe the octupole correction taking effect in stages. First, the octupoles (OF) that correct

the SFs where _= >> _3_are inserted. The calculated dynamic aperture ibr this is shown in Figure 2b. A
large improvement is observed in the stability in the horizontal plane (from 65 mm to 80 mm), as one
would expect from equation (10), and none in the vertical plane since the cancelled v3 term in equation

(11) is very small. The uncorrected SDs are responsible for the vertical aperture limit. The OF octupole
also has the effect of correcting the horizontal tune shift with amplitude. When the octupoles (OD)
that correct the SDs are inserted where fly :>:>fl_ (see Figure 2c), the dynamic aperture in the vertical
direction is improved in this case by 50%.
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When both octupole families are turned on (Fig. 2d), the stability along both axes is not necessarily
improved compared to the case with no octupoles. The vertical aperture is improved, while the horizontal
aperture is decreased. The y = 0 line of stability in Figure 2 indicates that nonlinear coupling causes
the loss of particles. This can be expected since the octupole correction increases the coupling term. In
other sextupole pair configurations, it is possible that stability along both axes is improved when both
octupole families are used. In the case where 2 SF pairs and 4 SD pairs are used in a superperiod, which

is reported in my thesis[6], there is improvement along both axes when both OF and OD octupoles are
turned on. However, the horizontal dynamic aperture has, in general, a smaller value because there are

fewer SF sextupoles.
In summary, the 4D dynamic aperture can be improved (up to 400£) and shaped with octupoles

according to one's needs.

3 Coupling of Transverse and Longitudinal Motions Due to
Second-Order Path Lengthening

When an on-momentum particle oscillates about the design trajectory, its one-turn time of travel will
differ from that of a reference on-momentum particle travelling on the design trajectory. Similar to a

particle with a momentum deviation, the oscillating particle receives an excess or a deficiency of energy
from the RF cavities. Thus, an energy oscillation is initiated.

Before presenting 6D tracking results in the next section, a more detailed understanding of the

coupling is desirable. This section starts with a simple theoretical analysis describing the induced energy
oscillations assuming a perfecdy linear lattice (i.e. sextupoles removed). Later, it is found that the

sextupole magnets have a large influence on the path lengthening. Nevertheless, the analytical results
from the linear lattice assumption are useful for order-of-magnitude estimations.

The coupling including the sextupoles was analyzed numerically with the fully 6-dimensional tracking
program elegant. Extending the theoretical linear analysis to include the effect of sextupoles was not
attempted since the tracking results are readily available.

3.1 Theoretical Analysis of Coupling in a Linear Machine

The time of travel for a particle going once around a ring is given by

L = Lo + dL =/c _/(1 + hz) 2 + (z') 2 + (y')2ds (15)

where the variables have their usual meanings. Note that this is an exact ex'pression. It has been

customary to expand the square root in hz and the primed variables. To first order in coordinates and
in h,

P

dL = J_ hzds. (16)

With this approximation one can derive synchrotron oscillations, as described by M. Sands in the
note SLAC-121 [7]. When betatron oscillations are large the (z') -_and (y') 2 terms can be as large as the
hz term. Assuming only horizontal motion, we have now

2dL= hzds+-_ (z')2ds. (17)

We take

(18)z=z,3+_p

and

' ' 'dE (19)z =z_+r/ p.



Then

_L _ + (_)_d_+ (_,)2d_ (20)Lo - _ 2Lo'p'
where the other terms in single power of z_ or z_ average to zero for linear motion. The momentum

compaction factor is defined as c_c = (l/L0)fc ho ds. To be consistent, we should ignore the term in

0ld-p(a._.)2 since we did not use the first-order correction in the dispersion function, i.e. 0 = 00 + p.
Writing-" the linear betatron oscillation as

•_ = _ cos¢_, (21)
2

where A_: = :r.o/fl, o, we get

z_ = sin¢_, + V _-_, cos ¢_, (22)

and

{ 2 --_- sin ¢_2a_ }= T sin_¢, + _¢os2¢_- ¢os¢, . (23)
To approximate the integral over s, we can replace sin S¢= and cos2 ¢=: by 1/2 and drop the cos ¢= sin ¢=
term. This leaves us with

AL dE_ 1 + c_ (24)L---_-- _cv+ Z.
O

dr, z5

where the angle brackets mean taking an average over s. At this point one can write down the contribution
of the path lengthening due to vertical betatron oscillation. It is simply the vertical equivalent of the
horizontal-f_ term: y_(7_//(4/_u0).

In this derivation, an off-axis particle will always give a positive contribution to the path length

difference. Assuming that the amplitude of the transverse motion is constant, and that the RF system

causes the v._riable AL to undergo harmonic oscillations about a zero mean, then a_pmust have a negative

average valu,_. With the above assumptions, the average value of apE is given by

9

a-2LCo= 0= _o + _-No(_?. (26)

Then _ 9

z5

dp___ 4c_c_xo (7_>. (27)

Note that the smaller the value of c_c, the larger the dp Since the initial value of dp is zero, then thep" p

limits of the momentum oscillations are 0 and 2a-_D.

In the damping ring, a_ = 2.9x 10.4 m, (_'x> = 0.45 m -1, ft0 -" 8.7 m at the center of a straight
section. Then

d___-4.5 x 10-5 (z0[mrn]) 2. (28)p -

If a particle starts with an amplitude of 20 mm (about one third of the 4D dynamic aperture), then one
could expect an energy oscillation given by

ff-d_(t) = --1.8x I0-2(I- coswst) (29)





where wj is the synchrotron frequency. The maximum relative momentum de,vihtion value of 3.6x 10-2
is relatively very large. This is about 40 times the equilibrium energy spread of the 4 GeV beam (crap/p
= 9 x 10-4). However, the analysis neglected the effect of the sextupoles on the path length terms. The
results of the next section shows that the sextupoles in their present configuration cause a great Clealof
cancellation.

3.2 Path Length Terms Including Sextupoles '

In the previous section it was mentioned that terms like f hz_ ds were equal to zero for a linear oscillation.
With sextupoles, this integral is no longer equal to zero. To find this plausible, one only has to remember
how a transverse phase space ellipse becomes deformed when sextupoles are added to a lattice. The other

term f(zl) 2 ds is also modified by sextupoles.
The program elegant was used to calculate these path lengthening terms for one turn of the damping

ring. Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c show the variation of f hx als, ½ f(z') 2 ds, and their sum, respectively, as a
function of initial betatron oscillation amplitude z0. In each of these plots, the curve without the effect

of the sextupoles is included. The plotted points are the results of tracking and the curves are a simple
polynomial fit to the points.

For the case with sextupoles off, the f hz ds data are fitted to a linear function of z0. This term

makes a small contribution to the path lengthening. (The positive and negative contributions of hz_ dc,
not cancel because particles don't execute an integral number of betatron oscillations in one turn.) The

! f(z,)2 ds points with sextupoles off fits very well to the function z_ The coefficient obtained agrees2

with (7_)L0/(4_0) = 28.8 m -1 (see previous section) to within 5%.
With sextupoles on, the points f hz ds are fitted well to a combination of z02and z04,with a relatively

small coefficient for z4. Note the negative value of f hzds. This is understandable in view of the
1rez2) produced by an SF sextupole issign of the SF sextupole strength. Since the kick (Az _ = -_

always negative, the component of the trajectory due to the kick will be negative. In the non-interleaved
sextupole pair module, there are 4 bending magnets spanning about 180 degrees in phase between the
sextupoles. Following a negative kick, the average value of the trajectory within these bending magnets
must therefore be negative.

The points of ._ f(z') 2 ds are also fitted with z02and z4. The extra function 2:4, which comes from
the sextupole kick squared, makes a significant contribution in the fitting. By chance, the z_ coefficient

of the _ f(z') 2 ds term is almost the negative of the z02coefficient of the f hx ds term. The total path
length goes almost as z_ except for the small residual z 0 term. Figures 3c and 3d show the path length
term with sextupoles to be very much reduced from the case with no sextupoles. The negative average
value of the trajectory through the bending magnet is responsible for the reduction of path lengthening.
The same sort of reduction was observed in the APS ring[8]. This ring uses a different lattice type, a
Chasman-Green lattice with harmonic sextupoles. With the small sampling of two machines, one may
be motivated in deterraining whether it is a general rule that sextupoles (when used sensibly to correct

chromaticity or harmonic terms, of course) reduce path-lengthening.
For a trajectory that starts in the middle of a straight section with an amplitude of, say, 20 mm,

the orbit is lengthened by about 0.3 mm (or 10 psec) per turn. The time delay accumulates until xn
P_F cavity forces the particle to reduce in momentum. Plots of synchrotron oscillations induced will be

presented in the next subsection.

3.3 Plots of the Synchrotron Motion

In order to generate synchrotron oscillations in the tracking, l%F cavities with a frequency of about 348
MHz (for a harmonic number of 2592) were inserted in the lattice. The l%F voltage used was Vmi, = 9.6
MV, and the phase adjusted so that a reference particle recuperates all of its energy lost by radiation.

(The radiation loss per turn is 4.15 MeV at 4 GEV.) Radiation damping was also included to make the
simulation more realistic.

Figures 4a, 4b, and A_ show the damped synchrotron oscillations for particles starting at amplitudes
of 15 mm, 20 mm, and 22 mm, respectively. The trajectory starts at the origin of the longitudinal

10
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phase space coordinates. The horizontal axis is the time delay with respect to a reference particle on the
design orbit. Each 8 picoseconds of delay equals about 1 degree of RF phase. The vertical axis is the
relative momentum deviation. One synchrotron oscillation takes about 60 turns. The peak momentum
deviations for the three particles are about 0.025%, 0.75%, and 1.1% for the initial amplitudes listed in
the same order as above. The sharp rise in peak momentum deviation as a function of initial betatron

amplitude is not surprising in view of the shape of the delay time vs z0 curve in Figure 3d.
The trajectories in Figures 4a and 4b _piral inwa_ds with an upward motion along the dp/p a.vds,

which is nothing but a manifestation of energy damping.
Note that the particle trajectory in Figure 4c is very close to being unstable. A particle of slightly

higher betatron amplitude would become unstable once it reaches a value of dp/p in the neighborhood
of1%.

4 6D Dynamic Aperture

':_he dynamic aperture for an error-free damping ring was calculated taking into account induced syn-
chrotron oscillations from bet_,tron oscillation path lengthening. Synchrotron radiation damping is in-

cluded. The resulting plot of dynamic aperture in Figure 5a is significantly reduced from the one where
the longitudinal motion and synchrotron radiation damping were neglected (compare with Figure 2a).

The full 6-dimensional tracking was done with 100 turns (1200 superperiods) though almost ali
unstable particles become so after only 40 turns. In the 4-dimensional tracking, one only needed to track
about 10 turns to ensure that no more particles would become unstable. The difference in number of turns
is due to the mechanism of instability. For initial betatron amplitudes just outside of the 4D dynamic

aperture, the higher-order terms quickly gain c_rength with amplitude. While in the 6D tracking, the
particles outside the edge of the smaller 6D dynamic aperture are, at first, very stable. When the induced
momentum deviation becomes large enough, the sextupole compensation breaks down, and instability
ensues.

The 6D calculation of the momentum aperture for this ring is included here to alleviate worries about
the Toushek lifetime. Since the lifetime calculation depends on other variables such as beam current

and bunch lengthening due to wake-fields, it will not be presented here. It is sufficient to show that the
momentum aperture has a reasonably high enough value. Figure 5b shows the 6D dynamic aperture
along the positive horizontal axis as a function of initial momentum deviation. A small initial vertical
motion of 2 mm is added in the tracking to avoid revealing a possible misleading y=O line of stability,
such as the one that appears in Figure 2d. I will refer to the area of stability as _he z-dp/p stability grid.
The momentum aperture is defined as the range of dp/p values which support betatron oscillations of
reasonable amplitude. The momentum aperture for the damping ring is therefore 3%, which is reasonable.

One notices that the shape of the stable z-dp/p grid is slightly skewed to the negative side. This
can be explained using the fact that high-amplitude particles tend to oscillate around a negative average
momentum deviation, as was explained in section 3.1. (We assume that for the first few oscillations,
damping doesn't have an appreciable effect.) This is like shifting the center of the RF bucket downwards,
as the Figures 4a through 4c suggest. A high-amplitude particle starting with a positive momentum de-
viation, will execute larger amplitude synchrotron oscillations, eud will eventually reach a more negative
momentum deviation than wouId a particle starting with a small negative momentum deviation.

The x-dp/p .¢tability grid tracked in 4D (Figure 5b) is more symmetric in dp/p (for dp/p close to
zero), and is larger than the same grid tracked in 6D. Note the different scales for z in Figures 5b
and 5c. Twenty turns were tracked, though most instabilities occured within 6 turns. The momentum

aperture extends in the positive momentum deviation direction to about 4% where the maximum possible
betatron motion is very small ( 2 mm in the vertical plane and less than 5 mm in the horizontal plane). A
reasonable value of momentum aperture is set at 3% where at least 5 mm horizontal b_tatron oscillation
is stable. This correlates well with the momentum aperture value of the 6D tracking.

By the way, with an RF voltage of 9.6 MV, the RF bucket is also 3% deep. The RF voltage is just
sufficient in supporting all po':sible stable trajectories.
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One can correlate the edge of the 4D z-dp/p stability grid with the synchrotron motion of a high-
amplitude particle at the edge of a 6D dynamic aperture. Figure 4c shows such a synchrotron motion.
The trajectory is just about stable for an initial amplitude of x0=22 mm and a peak momentum deviation
of dp/p=-l.2%. During the synchrotron motion, the particle travels about 10 turns with dp/p within 5%
of the peak value, enough time to generate an instabihty. The values x0 = 22 mm and dp/p = -1.2%

just happen to lie on the edge of the 4D z-dp/p stability grid. This confirms that a particle's instability
in 6D tracking is due to the instability of a constant off-momentum trajectory.

The last figure (Figure 5d) is that of the 6D dynamic aperture calculation for an interleaved sextupole
configuration where an appropriate sextupole is placed next to each FODO cell quadrupole. Since the
phase advance per cell is 90 degrees, it is easy to make sure that at all second-order geometric aberrations
vanish. (This is done by interleaving pairs of sextupoles.) The dynamic aperture is very much smaller
than that of the sextupole pair configuration. It is very difficult to improve the dynamic aperture for
interleaved sextupoles, paired or otherwise, since higher-order aberration terms are much stronger than
those that are generate,_ in non-interleaved sextupole pairs.

5 Conclusion

Because the damping ring is a low _ and a high (Tx) machine, the 6D dynamic aperture is limited by
the synchrotron oscillations induced by the relatively large betatron amplitudes.

Because the ring utilizes non-interleaved sextupole pairs, the 6D dynamic aperture is still much bigger
than that produced by interleaved sextupole pairs.

The octupole correction, which is intended for correcting sextupole higher-order aberrations of on-
momentum trajectories, does not increase the 6D dynamic apertu're. The octupole correction may be
effective in rings where the path lengt ening effect isn't so marked.

One can predict whet_.er octupole correction would become useful in this damping ring scaled to lower
emittance. If one were to double the circumference of the ring by doubling the number of superperiods,

and halve the strength of each bending magnet, one _'ould need to double the sextupole strength. By
a simple scaling argument, the 4D dynamic aperture would be halved in both horizontal and vertical
directions (neglecting nonlinear wiggler terms). On path lengthening, ac scales as the inverse of the
circumference squared. Using the equation (27), the orbit lengthening effect will be quadrupled in our
example. Therefore, assuming a constant momentum aperture, one expects the 6D dynamic aperture to
"close in" faster than the plain 4D dynamic aperture for larger cirumference rings.

The momentum aperture for this ring was investigated and was found to have a reasonably large
value of 30£.
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